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IGY MICROMETEORITE MEASUREMENTS

MAURICE DUBIN

Air Force Cambridge Research Center *

Abstract: Direct measurements of micrometeorites were obtained during the Inter-
national Geophysical Year by monitoring the impacts of cosmic dust on satellites

and deep space probes. The largest data sample resulted from an experiment using
crystal transducers to detect impacts upon the exposed sensitive area. The impact
rate on Alpha 1958 was 8.0 x 10 3 4rtprs- 2 

pee-i for eonmic particles of mass

greater than 8 x 10-10 g based upon the calibration and an impact velocity of
30 km/see. The density of cosmic material in space at one astronomical unit is
5 x 10 10 gcm- 3 for this component of cosmic dust, or approximately 10 21 gcm 3

based upon a mass distribution assumption. The density of cosmic material
measured from Pioneer I is less by more than an order of magnitude than that
measured on Alpha 1958; the impact rate was 4.0 : 10--3 meters-

2 sec-
1 

for

particles of mass greater than 10-10 grams for similar impact condition,. These

measurements are compared in relation to daily and diurnal variations.

PE3IOME: Henocpe4cHseHh-e H3MCepeHHa MHKpOMeTe~pHTOB 6blAH nOAy"eHbl BO BpeXs

I4HTepHaaUoHaAbHoFO reo lH=RecKoro rosa Ha6AIOACHHeM Ha caTeAAH-Tax N B03,XyUZ-
HhIX mapax TOqeK nonaAaHalI KOCMHqCCKokI nriIM. O6paawa' c HaH6oAce 11HTCpCCHb1MH

AaHHLIMH 6hIAH noOAyVIHoe C KpHcTaAAe•q[cxHMH Aa-rqHKaMH, onpe 'eARbOUmbTH nona-

AaHHB Ha RyBcTBHTCAbHyIO nOBCpXHOCTb. Ocaoabtaasch Ha KaAH6poBKe H Ha CKOpOCT1

nonaAaHHn B 30 KM/CCK, 'acToTa Ha AAbh4a 1958 6bIaAa HaVIAeHa B 8.0 x 10-3 MeTpos-2

CCK-x AAs KOCMHqeCK[X qaCTHU Maccoft 6OAEme qetM 6X 10-'0 rp. IAOTHOCTb KOCMH-

qCCKOrO BeIgecrBa B npocrpaHcmrse Ha OHy aCTpOHOMH4CCKy1O eAHHHUy paHsHeTCs

5/ 10-"2 rp.cM-
3 

AAA 3TOrO KOMnOHCHTa XOCMHeCCKOIf rInAH, HAH npH6AH3HTeAbHO

10-to rp~cM-, OCHOBbh1aRCb Ha npeAnoAaraeMOM pacnpcAeAeCHHH MaccbI.
HAOTHOCTb KOCMHqeCKOrO BCUlecTaa H3MepeHHoro C 1-ro H-HoHepa Meb-ime eCM a .ASa

paaa TOil, KOTOpan M3MepeCUa Ha AAa 1958; qacToTa nonaAaHHR npat paBHbIX yCAOBH5X

6MAa 4.0 x 10"' M' CeCK
1 

AAA macTHU MaccMb KOTOphIX 6OAbtuIe qeM 10l" rp. Cpaaeows-

STHX H3MepeHmA 6bIAH coneptUeHbl a CBR3H C xa)tAoAHeBHmMH H AReBHbIMH H3MeHC-

HHaSM.

Introduction

Tie interplanetary space contains a gas in the form of plasma. the spectrunmtn

of electro-miagnetic radiation, and cosmic matter. The cosmic matter incluldes

various elementary particles with great energy such as cosmic rays, solar

protons and macromolectilar conglomerates of still larger specific energy. the

"• Present address: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,

D.C., U.S.A.
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cosmic dust. The astronomical study of meteors, and the study of the Fraun-
hofer component of the sun's corona and the zodiacal light have been the
main sources of information concerning cosmic dust in interplanetary space
[1, 2, 3]. Information concerning the solid component of interplanetary material
has also been obtained from visual, photographic, and radio measurements of
meteors, and from astronomical studies of comets, asteroids, the gegenschein,
and the interstellar dust [4, 5].

Except for the collection of meteorites that have reached the earth in
recent times, the direct measurement and analysis of interplanetary material
has been impossible until the successful utilization of rocket launched vehicles.
The first steps in the direct measurement of the solid component of inter-
planetary msterial have been carried out using rockets, satellites, and space
probes. Within the past two years, a number of successful experiments have
been undertaken with satellites and space probes by Soviet and American
scientists. In particular these experiments involved the measurement of the
cosmic dust by counting, with the aid of a piezo-electric transducer, the
number of dust particles striking the space vehicles. In this paper, two cosmic
dust, experiments carried out during the International Geophysical Year are
described. One of these experiments on Alpha 1958, launched I February 1958,
has been reported elsewhere [6, 7]; a second was on the Pioneer I space probe
which was fired on I 1 October 1958.

Some additional data relative to Alpha 1958 has been tabulated below
and the data from Pioneer I is also presented after a description of the
experimental equipment is given. From such measurements, the physical
nature of the solid component of cosmic dust in the solar system may be
determined. The origin of the interplanetary material is not clearly known,
and the determination of the space density and the distribution of this
material in the interplanetary space may help determine the role of cosmic
dust in the solar system. The cosmic dust may consist of matter from comets,
asteroids, and galactic dust. Direct measurements of cosmic dust for the
determination of the mass distribution, the distribution in space., the dynamics,
and composition are of great interest in the understanding of the solar system.

Experimental method and calibration

As reported elsewhere [6, 8], the direct measurements of micrometeorites
from satellite vehicles have been made with a sensing device consisting of a
crystal transducer and a transistorized amplifier for the detection of the
impulse vibrations transmitted along the sensitive exposed surface. Other
methods for the detection and measurement of cosmic dust directly are
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known, but the method using the crystal transducer to rýCord micro-displace-
ments of the sensitive surface has several distinct advantages which led to
its use for cosmic dust measurements by a number of investigators. This type
of instrumentation is simple in nature and design, and is reliable, light in
weight, and has low power and telemetry band-width requirements. It may
also be used to monitor a large exposed surface at a high sensitivity level such
that a significant data sample may be obtained during an exposure time of
the order of days. The higher the sensitivity the greater the number of
micrometeorite impulses, because the number density of cosmic dust particles
increases with decreasing mass. This method for the measurement of cosmic
dust, however, suffers from perturbations which may be recorded as apparent
micrometeorite impacts. This difficulty requires that the experiment be
carefully tested to minimize such interference, and for future experiments
methods of insuring against this type of interference will be included in the
instrumentation. On the other hand. the fact that this detection method is
sensitive to impulses generated at less than hyper-velocities has aided greatly
in the calibration of the equipment.

This experimental method has been studied theoretically and experimental-
ly to determine the functional dependence for calibration purposes. It has
been found that this sensor is sensitive to the momentum of the impacting
particles and that the variation from a strict momentum dependence at
meteoric impact velocities, between 10 and 70 km/sec. is small. If the velocity
of the impact is known, the mass may be determined to within a factor of
three and more like two.

The calibration [9] has been carried out by impact tests at low velocities
and hypervelocities, and the problem has been considered theoretically.
The crystal transducer and amplifier react to momenta variations at the
input in a linear manner. Only a particular frequency component of the input
at approximately 106 cps is amplified and detected. For the elastic case it has
been shown that the frequency distribution g(o)) is proportional to the
momentum, and hence the selected frequency component is also proportional
to the momentum. The detected amplitude-time curve obtained experimentally
by dropping a particle directly on the crystal was fitted analytically to a
Gaussian curve, (t)= Ae-"t, where. "A" is the pulse amplitude and "a" is
a constant relating to the pulse width. The frequency distribution is then
given by the Fourier transform

g(0)) f e-(G+iw/f.)dt

2an
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For the elastic case [10], the amplitude A =clr2v1/ and the dependence
on pulse width gives a=c~r-lv'1-, where "r" is the particle radius. "v" the
velocity, and the "c's" are constants. Then g(w) rve- '. f constant
,-10-9. But waflr2tv-'10 for the velocities, particle radii, and frequencies
involved, and g(w9)ar 3v or the momentum of the particles. Thus, the electrical
impulse is proportional to momentum, because, the frequency distribution,
g(w), is proportional to the momentum.

The calibration was made for inelastic impacts as well as elastic impacts.
A series of experiments were carried out to determine the sensitivity to
particle impacts over a wide range of masses and velocities. It was found
that the momentum dependence was valid over the entire range of masses
and velocities producible by laboratory methods in the sensitivity and
frequency ranges of the micrometeorite detection equipment.

The low ranges for velocity of impact were obtained by dropping glass
spheres on the sensitive surface over a velocity range from 20 cm/sec to
400 cm/sec and mass range from 0.4 to 200 micrograms. These tests were
corrected for viscous drag, the dropping height varying from a couple of
millimeters to a few centimeters. Since these impacts were elastic, the impulses
were measured in some cases through several rebounds. This calibration
indicated that the equipment was sensitive to the momentum of impact.

The calibration at the high range of velocity was carried out with cylindrical,
explosive-charge accelerators. Single steel particles with diameters from 38 to
300 microns were accelerated to velocities as high as 4 km/sec and impacted
upon the sensitive surface and the velocity and impulse were measured.
Fig. I is a curve of the signal obtained from the microphone as a function of
the moment-m of the impact. These tests indicated that the micrometeorite
detection equipment was sensitive to the momentum of the impact over a
range of momenta covering four orders of magnitude. At velocities of 4 km/sec,
the impact is inelastic, and a hypervelocity crater is formed on the impacted
surface. Comparisons were made on the same equipment by dropping glass
spheres. After corrections were made for elastic and inelastic impacts, it
was found that both methods gave consistent results within a factor of two.
Thus, the micrometeorite detection equipment was found to be sensitive
to the momentum of the impact over a large range of masses and for a range
of velocities from 2 x 10-4 km/sec to 4 km/sec.

The velocities of meteoroid impacts upon the satellite may vary between
10 km/see and 70 km/sec, a range of velocities resulting in crater formation
and the ejection of material which would affect the momentum transferred.
It appears, however, that at meteoric velocities the momentum transfer
with cratering is not much different from the momentum transferred during
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elastic impacts based uponx conservation requirements, Bjork [I I ]has recently
computed the momentum contribution from craterinxg compared to the initial
particle momentum. The largest value of this momen\tum contribution at
70 km/sec velocity was two and one-half times the initial particle momentum.
In the calibrations of equipment for satellites and space probes, the calibration
is carried out for elastic impacts and is probably accurate for deternmining
the mass of the impacting particle of known velocity to within a factor of
two at a given point on the sensitive surface.

Alpha 1958
The experiment and results of the miirometeorite experiments on Alpha

198 has been described [7c. This satellite was launched at 034ca lrT. on

* i
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I February 1958 in a low inclination orbit with a perigee altitude of 374 km,
apogee of 2 555 km and a period of 115 minutes. The effective threshold
momentum level for the micrometeorite experiment was 2.5 x 10- 3g cmjsec
ovtr a sensitive exposed area of 0.23 meters2. The tabulation of data from

Alpha 1958 is given in table 1. In this table, the time of each pass which
showed a micrometeorite impact is tabulated for each of the receiving stations.

T.tBLE 1

Micrometeorite data - Alpha 1959
(Listing Z-time of passes with impacts, no. of passes, total telemetry time by receiving

station, total and corrected no. of impulses and total time.)

Time Total
tDate Z-time No. of for

Station Feb. (See) Hits Pass No. of Time No. of

(See) Hits (See) Passes

San Diego. California 1 1 77 1 2507 20
Blossom Point, Md. 1 20:41 2 527

2 00:45 3 696
3 01:38 4 259

9 5713 26
Fort Stewart, Georgia 2 19:33 1

2 21:39 2 221
2 23:39 i1 366
3 01:41 12 261
3 03:44 1
3 20:30 3 390
4 00:37 2 276

4 04:38 2 264
7 01:23 3 239
7 22:22 1

36 12464 51
Havana, Cuba 1 03:54 8 14 34iaunch)

: 00:47 1

2 23:40 7 174
3 01:42 2 7
3 03:44 2 192
3 20:28 2 267
4 04:42 1
7 22:17 1

10 21:01 1
11 21:58 1

26 9544 50

Quito, Ecuador 1 07:58 3 137
2 19:30 2 233
3 07:50 2 142
3 18:24 2 290

4
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TABLE I (continued)

Time Total

Station Date Z-time No. of for
Feb. (See) Hits Pass No. of Time No. of

(Se.' Hits (See) Passes

10 16:47 1

11 03:12 1
11 15:42 1

12 5207 39
Lima, Peru 23
Woomera, Australia 2 18:33 5 159

2 20:33 4 787

2 22:38 2 691
3 00:43 7 832

3 02:58 2 180
3 19M29 1
4 01:47 2 412
4 18:26 1

6 22:21 1

10 17:59 1
11 00:05 1

11 16:54 1

11 20:55 1

11 22: 55

30 18413 43
Azitigua, 13. W. I. 3 03:49 I

4 19:29 1
10 16:53 2

4 7473 34
JPL 3 05:39 7 338

7 731 3
Santiago, Chile 1 10:04 1

1 14:13 1
2 09:00 2 590
2 15:12 2 687
3 09:58 2 527

3 14:05 5 663

4 08:52 1
4 10:53 3 937

4 12:57 2 659
4 15:03 2 972

7 07:38 2 291
7 09:39 1

9 07:30 1
10 08:25 2 379

27 19140 41
Patrick Air Force Baae 3 22:26 1
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Time Total
Station Date Z-time No. of for

Feb. (Sec) Hits Pass No. of Time No. of
(See) Hits (See) Passes

10 20:53 1
I1 21:52 1

3 3633 8
Temple City, California 3 01:32 2 213

3 03:34 4 293
4 02:28 1

7 1410 11
Amateur Station

(Coeyman) 389 2
(Ehrlich) 2 02:45 1

2 23:38 5 192
3 01:39 5 187
3 03:38 1
4 02:41 1
4 04:37 1

15 2643 14
(Franklin) 1 22:05 1

540 3

(Kuntz) 269 1
(Welch) ii 01:04 1

1 225 2

Grand total 178 93,734 371
Corrected total 145 78,752

The total time is recorded including the times for the passes (luring which no
impacts were recorded. The impact rate for the twelve-day period was
8.0 x l0-3 impacts meters-2 sec- 1. based upon a corrected recording of 145
impacts in 78 750 seconds. The correction removes 8 impacts during the
launch and injection into orbit.

The data from Alpha 1958 have been plotted in fig. 2, giving the number
of impacts over the twelve-day period as a function of local time. The number
of impacts plotted in the ordinate is the average for the three hours centered
around the abscissa hour. The area under the upper boundary of the plot is
the integral of all the impulses recorded on Alpha 1958. The shaded area
between 1600 and 2400 hours represented the number of impulses which were
measured in an interval of about five successive satellite orbits. Less than
eight hours of the twelve days of the time of operation of the experiment
elapsed, or only three percent of the time of operation of the experiment.
The average impulse rate during the 22 and 23 hour of local time was twenty
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times higher than the average for impulse rate over the twelve-day period.
The plot of the solid black section of fig. 2 shows an apparent

diurnal variation in the influx of meteoritic particles as would be expected.
The diurnal variation is about three to one. The lightly shaded area may
therefore represent a large perturbation in the influx rate of particles or a
"shower" of meteoritic particles. A large daily variation of the influx of
particles is also evidenced from fig. 3 which shows the average daily impact
rate on the satellite over the twelve-day period.

* FLUX WITHOUT "SHOWER" COMPONENT

U FLUX OF "SHOWER' COMPONENT

12

10

0"I-
W
a.

2 4

2

0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 Is 20 22 24
TIME IN HOURS

DIURNAL VARIATION OF METEORITIC IMPACTS ON ALPHA 1958

Fig. 2. Diurnal variation of inicroineteorite impiuls's reorded on Alpha 1958.

Pioneer I

Amicrometeorite detection experiment was included in the instrumentation
packages prepared by the Space Technology Laboratories in the series of
three Thor-Able firings toward the moon. The second launching, Pioneer I,
at 0842 G.T. on I I October 1958 reached a distance of nineteen earth radii
from the earth's center; the results of the micrometeorite experiment are
reported below.

The transducer and amplifier for the detection of micrometeorites on
Pioneer I was nearly identical to that used on Alpha 1958, except for a two
level read out of the impulse obtained by tapping the output of the amplifier

A
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l I l I lI 11 1

IMPACT RATE VERSUS GREENWITCH DATE
7

FOR MICROMETEORITE EXPERIMENT
ON EXPLORER 1.

7 6 Number of seconds of class A data

W per day - 1

5 1~0

I'
W 0

i-
Z3 m6

-L W

2 4 6z

1 2

01 I1 "- I 0

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

GREENWICH DATA-FEBRUARY 1958
Fig. 3. Impact rate by day on Alpha 1958.

after the second stage of amplification. A block diagram of the equipment
showing this arrangement is given in fig. 4. Fig. 5 is a photograph of the
equipment showing the microphone mounted to a sensitive aluminum
surface, the amplifier, and the logic circuits. The sensitive surface was

707"-8T6 aluminum with an exposed area of 0.038 square meters and was
mounted at six points by rubber grommets on the cylindrical center section
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~T. Sco

Pioneer I Ml-woeteorlte Det-eticr. Sctc

Fig. 4. Block diagrarn of Pioneer I mivrometeorite system.

MICROPHONE PLATE TRANSDUCER

-GROMMETS

1/4" THREADED ROD

TRANSISTOR LOAD
U =

(a) MOUNTING METHOD

*0-4

---- r

TRANSDUCER MOUNTING SCREW GA- 1722-25

(b) PLATE GRID SYSTEM

Fig. 6a. Pioneer I aluminium plate mounting for calibration.

,ii
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of the payload. The two sensitivity levels of the'apparatus as calibrated and
averaged over the diaphragm were 1.5 x 10-4g cm/sec and 0.5 X 10-2g cm/sec.
Fig. 6a and fig. 6b describe the calibration of the sensitive surface. In fig. 6b
both low velocity and hypervelocity particles were used.

The results of the micrometeorite experiment, on the Pioneer I flight are
summarized in tables 2a and 2b. The total time of telemetr'- was 1.1 x 10• see

TABLE 2a
Table of Micrometeorite Impulse Indications. (Giving Time After Launch of Impulse

on Telemetry, and Number of Radii of Earth's Center.)

Time After Launch No. of Earth Radii From
in see X 10-3 Earth's Center

1.2 1.9
2.88 3.2
3.24 3.4
3.60 3.7
3.78 3.8
6.72 5.7 On bothI channels
7.20 6.0
8.10 6.5

11.04 d.8
14.94 9.4
20.46 11.3
30.12 13.3
57.423 /
57.542 18.0 l)ata qtiestionai)bl
57.60
57.66

105.66 17.8
116.62 16.4
133.08 13.0
134.52 12.6
104.24 9.6

with the total of seventeen recorded impacts on the sensitive channel, and
only one recorded impulse on the channel with low sensitivity. At 57.4 x 103
seconds after launch in an interval of 240 seconds, a series of seven impulses
were recorded. These may possibly have been impacts, but are not included
in the flux levels because of the peculiar nature of the impulses on the telemetry

record. The impact rate on Pioneer I for a threshold level of 1.5 x 10-4 g cm/sec
was 4 x 10-4 meters-sec- 1 .

The data from table 2 is plotted in fig. 7 with the impulses marked on the
trajectory curve of Pioneer I. The distance from the earth is given in earth

I! A
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TABLE 2b

Time Intervals Without Telemetry. Total Telemetry Time 1.1 x 105 see

Time After Launch Telemetering Inoperative
in Seconds in see x 10-3

1.8 X 103 1.6
5.8 x 103 0.4

2.39 x 104 0.7
3.26 x 104 14.9
4.82 x 104 1.6
5.27 x 104 0.6
5.52 x 104 1.1
5.77 x 104 3.7
6.59 x 104 2.8
7.09 x 104 11.9

1.204 x 105 0.8
1.552 x 105 to impact

(Return Troaectorq)
1400 l0 0800 2000 up? 14?O

-~-40,14

Return Trojectorp

o Legend

8- #Time of impulse~ doetection on sensitive channel

6- -Solid line indiclates portioni of trojectorg with
I telemetry

Lounch time Pioneer 1 0342 EST, WO Oct. 1958

a I I I I

200 400 600 am0 MO M20
Time After Lounch in Minutes

Fig. 7. Distribution of micrometeorite impulses along the trajectory of Pioneer I.
Times when telesnetering was not recorded are also indicated.

radii as a function of time after launch, and the solid line represents the
portion of trajectory during which telemetry data were recorded.

6"
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Discussion

The results of the micrometeorite measurements of Alpha 1958 and
Pioneer I may be compared. For Alpha 1958 an area of 0.23 meters2 was
exposed for 7.9 x 104 seconds to give all area-time product of 1.9 x 104

meters2sec. The impact rate measured was 8 x 10-3 impacts meters- 2sec-1

for a threshold momentum level of 2.5 x 10- g cm/see. For an assumed
compact velocity of 30 km/sec an impacting particle detected has a mass of
8 x 10-10 grams or greater. The mass influx upon the earth would be approxim -
ately 1.3 x 10-11 gm-%sec- for this component of interplanetary matter. This
is equivalent to 6 x 108 g/day or 6 x 102 tons/day over the earth's surface for
this component of interplanetary matter. A daily accretion rate of inter-
planetary matter up to 104 tons per day for all components of mass of cosmic
dust is indicated from these measurements.

The density of matter at one astronomical unit may also be computed for
the assumed velocity of 30 km/sec. This density of material is 5 x 10-22 g C11-

for this component of interplanetary matter. This density of matter in space
may be as high as 10-20 gem- 3. using the mass distribution function for
interplanetary matter obtained from radio meteors. These values of the
density of matter in space may be compared to measurements obtained from
zodiacal light studies [1, 2, 3]. The validity of the data from Alpha 1958 is in
part supported by the diurnal variation as shown in fig. 2 on the assumption
that a cosmic dust "shower" occurred near the end of the second day in orbit.
There are two reasons for supporting the "shower" hypothesis. An intense
sporadic E condition in the ionosphere was recorded in the vicinity of those
receiving stations recording the maximum impulse rate on the satellite during
the period of the "shower". The sporadic E condition was recorded at White
Sands, New Mexico. with a critical frequency or 7 Me/see and seven multiple
reflections over the period of the "shower". The chances of such an intense
sporadic E occurring during the early evening during the month of February
at the latitudes of the observation is only about three percent. It has been
suggested repeatedly in the literature that meteor ionization is a source of
sporadic E. The second reason for consideration of the "shower" hypothesis is
the occurrence at a time of day which would normally be a minimum in the
influx rate of cosmic material because of the heliocentric motion of the earth.

The data from the Pioneer I experiment was obtained on an exposed
surface of 0.038 meters8 over a time interval of 1.1 x 105 sec. The area time
product for this experiment was 4.2 x 102 meters~sec, nearly five times less
than Alpha 1958. The impact rate, 3 x 10-i meters-%ec-1, was half as great
as Alpha 1958. The threshold sensitivity of the detector was 1.5 X 10-4

L. _ _
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g cm/sec, which was sixteen times more sensitive than Alpha 1958. Thus,
the flux of the component of interplanetary matter measured on Pioneer I was
2 x 10-13 g m-2sec-1 compared to 6 x 10-12 gm-2sec-1 for the component
measured on Alpha 1958. If the distribution of matter is such that the mass
density of each component of interplanetary matter is nearly constant, then
the density of matter as determined from the Pioneer I measurements is
thirty times less than that measured on Pioneer I. The Alpha 1958 data
indicated daily fluctuations as great as an order of magnitude may exist.
However, if the fluctuations of this order of magnitude, as well as seasonal
variations from February to October, are not shown to be of the range of

difference of these two measurements, then another possible explanation for
this variation may be presented. The sensor of Pioneer I was spin stabilized

in space upon injection into orbit. The sensitive surface was a part of the
cylinder whose axis was the spin axis. The angle of the payload spin axis
was approximately 15' out of the plane of the ecliptic and at an angle of
about 450 with a radial line from the sun. The sensitive surface is effectively
oriented in the plane of the ecliptic less than 20 percent of the time, compared
to an isotropic, spherical surface. If the cosmic d-,st is concentrated in the
ecliptic as evidenced by zodiacal light measurements and the distribution of
asteroids, then the combined factors of the daily variation and the distribution
in the interplanetary space would explain the variation in the two sets of data.
The recent measurements of cosmic dust on Eta 1959 lend support to this
hypothesis because the daily variations are not large enough to explain the
discrepancy, and the influx rates indicate that there is not a large seasonal
variation. Thus, on the assumption that the data from Pioneer I represents
an accurate sampling of cosmic dust, then there is an indication that this
component of cosmic dust is concentrated in the ecliptic, or that the distribu-
tion function is such that there is a decrease in the number density of particles
of mass of the order of 10-10 grams compared to the expected distribution
function. The latter explanation is not a satisfactory one, since only one
particle was detected on the less sensitive channel of Pioneer I which was
calibrated to detect particles of mass near 2 x 10-' grams. This sensitivity
is slightly greater than for Eta 1959, and the impact rate is nearly an order

of magnitude less than Eta 1959.
Finally, the distribution of particle impacts on the altitude-time plot,

fig. 7, for Pioneer I is of interest in that the impact rate close to the earth
while the vehicle is receding from the earth differs from the rate along the
remaining part of the trajectory. The impact rate differs by a factor of six
with the larger flux occurring while the space probe is receding and less than

six radii from the earth. Two explanations for such a behavior may be

I 0
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considered if one wishes to consider this small data sample as significant.
One explanation allows for such a variation from the extent of the daily varia-
tions already detected. The second explanation is connected with the relative
variation of velocities of the cosmic dust and the space probe as affected by
the gravitational potential. The space probe near the earth has an initial
outward component of velocity of nearly 10 km/sec and the cosmic dust is
perturbed by gravitational potential so as to increase its velocity upon
approaching the earth. Thus, a differential velocity greater than 20 km/see
may occur between particle and space probe at the two ends of the vehicle
trajectory. Because the threshold level for the mass of particles which may
be detected is proportional to the first power of the impact velocity, the
effect may be explained in this manner if the number density of the cosmic
dust increases with decreasing mass. With a significant data sample and a
known distribution function, an effect of this nature may be used to compute
the average velocity of cosmic dust relative to the earth. If the effect is real,
the variation is indicative of a low velocity for the cosmic dust relative the to
earth.

Finally, these measurements of the mass influx rate of cosmic dust may

be of interest in determining various effects relating to geophysics at iono-
spheric altitudes. In addition to a possible relationship to certain types of
sporadic E, the accretion of extra terrestrial material on the earth contributes
to the atmospheric structure at altitudes near 100 km. For example, the
influx of material as measured from Alpha 1958 was of the order of 10-14
g cm-2sec-1 . These particles disintegrate in the earth's atmosphere by sputter-
ing and ablation. Assuming that the atoms may be spread over a 10 km
altitude region, have holdup times of the order of a day, and that such elements
as sodium or calcium are present in the cosmic dust at concentrations of
about one percent, then of the order of 103 atoms per cm3 are added to the
atmosphere per day. based upon the mass influx of cosmic dust measured
on Alpha 1958. Such a hypothesis has been considered to explain the sodium
flash and the sodium detected in the night airglow, and the effect of minor
constituents in explaining the nocturnal E region [12, 13].

Conclusions

Direct measurements of cosmic dust in the vicinity of the earth have been
made and the space density of interplanetary material near the earth was
found to be approximately 5 X 10-22 g cm-3 for the component of cosmic
dust detected. Additional speculations and remarks based upon the data have
been presented concerning the detection of a diurnal variation in the influx
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of cosmic dust, the presence of an apparent cosmic dust "shower", the
magnitude of the daily variation in the influx rate of cosmic dust, the dis-
tribution of cosmic dust in relation to the ecliptic, and the velocity of the dust
relative to the earth. Additional measurements would be of very great interest.
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